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[image: '] If you are buying or selling a home you need Kim and her staff working for you! From the first meeting to the close she is on top of everything. She ...  more  [image: ']
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by user1420964
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[image: '] Kim made a challenging situation easier with her upfront honesty about today's real estate market. This market is not easy on sellers and you need a ...  more  [image: ']
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 BUYERS!
 We have a common goal: Making you a homeowner. Let's make it happen!
 Ensuring you exceptional service at every step of your home buying process.

	Search listings from the convenience of your home.
	Be the first to get new listings that match your criteria.
	Get real estate market watch updates for listings in your area.
	"For Buyers" - Your source for the latest tips, checklists and free reports.
	Personal Consultation - Vast experience and knowledge you can rely on.
	Financial advice - Loans, Mortgages, interest and tax benefits.
	Community information and Utilities.


Find a knowledgeable agent who knows how to get the job done, get a good deal and is responsive to all your real estate needs. Providing you prompt service, personal guidance and professional competence from contract to settlement.

 

 

SELLERS!
 Allow me to list your home for a quick sale. As a real estate specialist, I know what it takes to sell your home. I bring expert knowledge, valuable experience blended with the latest technology, a well-defined marketing plan, a cohesive network, energy, enthusiasm and the excitement of a job well done.

	Detailed Home Evaluation Report and advice on the best price to list your home.
	Vast exposure to your listing through the MLS.
	Virtual tours to distinguish your listing.
	"For Sellers" - Your source for the latest tips, checklists and free reports.
	Personal Consultation - Vast experience and knowledge you can rely on.
	Relocating - Everything you need to know about the neighborhood and transferring utilities.


If you are planning to place your home on the market, browse my website for valuable information on preparing your home for sale, pricing your home right, marketing it effectively and the home inspection processes.

I am passionate about my job, love my neighborhood and keep up with the latest trends and strategies so that I can pass them on to my clients.

 

Your satisfaction is my success!
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